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SLNMARY 

Since October 1562 continuous trace records of airworthiness data have 
been taken from a small number of awcraft in normal airlne service. 
Throu#mut the recording period the records have been searched for unusual 
oaaurrences, and. each of these has been studied to deternnne its nature and, 
where possible, 1'6s cause. 

This Report describes a selection of ever.ts related to airspeed control 
practices which were detected in records taken between February 1963 and 
February 1966, and a study of exceedences of airspeed luntations. 

CAADRP is a project admu~istered by the Royal Aircraft Establishment 
in collaboration with the Air Registration Road, and involving a number of 
Airlines and Computer Instrumentation Limited. 

*Replaces R.A.E. Technical Report 69113 - 4.R.C. 31673 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The obJect of the Civil Airworthiness Data Recording Programme is a 

systematic study of the normal operatIona flight of CI.V~ transport aircraft. 
A small number of axcraft ux regular alrllne service are fitted with analogue 
paper trace recorders which collect data in the form shown in Fig.1. 
Additional parameters have been u?uw3.uced. s~.nce the start of the recod.lng 
and the whole programme is described. elsewhere 1 

. 

From time to time unusual or extreme events (Spewal Events) are noted; 
thjs Report contains .a selectIon of such events related to handling techniques 
and control dlffxultxs whxh concerned pure jet transport aircraft on 
scheduled airline operations between February 1963 and. February 1966, The 

events are presented in the form of s. reproduction* of the original record, 
together with a description of the event, any relevant supplementary urfortna- 
tion and comments which represent the opinion of a Wor3clng Party comprjsing 
members of R.A.E, A.R.B., Computer Instrumentation Limited, and the airlines 

concerned. 

Five reports Z-6 on selected Spewal Events have already been issued, and 
more will be issued ~.n due course. It should be noted that It is not possible 

to relate the frequency of Special Events to the frequency of operatlond 
0ccurPences. 

2 NOTE ON TH.E RECOGNITION OF SPECIAL EVXNTS - 

After the photographu record. has been developed it is examined and 
anrotated by the ax-lu~~ concerned. It is then scrut~nized by a member of the 
Working Party for Specxal Events and finally exanuned in detail at the Data 
Centre during routine analysis. There are thus at least three stages in which 
a Spec~J Event occurrug durrng a recorded flight may be detected, 

It is not possible to formulate precue duectlons for recognition of a 
Special Event but the type of things whxh are lo&d for may be summarised as 
followsr= 

(4 normal accelerat.3.on increments exceeding 3.0 g; 

b) rapid and large changes of height or airspeed; 

(cl excessive applx&ion of a controlJ 

*Definition is necessarily lost in photographic reproduction of records) 
aomments are frequently based on observations from the ongina records. 



(a) infrequent operational events such ss abandoned. take-offs, missed 
approaches, engine failures, engine-out land;Lngs etc.; 

(e) unusual osoillatlons on any of the traces; 

w exceedences of operational limitations such as maxunum operating 
speeds. 

Although every record is examined at least three times it is uittiely 
that every Special Event will be found.; also there is no relationshIp between 
the number of events of a particular type chosen for thu Report and the 
number of tunes similar events are detected. Hence, as stated in the last 
paragraph of the introduction, frequencies cannot be demved from these data. 
It IS intended that frequency data will be summarised at a later date and 
will be based on the information contiined in the full routine analysis 

programme. 
Most of the events described in this Report have been detected under 

(b) and (f). 

3 AIRSPEED LIXITATIONS 
The aircraft contributing to this Report were flown either under VNo, 

% and so> % ltitations or under VMO and SO ltitations, the 

latter being the more recent. 

%I ana %I are normal operating airspeed and Mach number respectively; 
they may be exceeded. at the Captain's discretion when no appreciable 
atmosphelrc turbulence is likely to be encountered.. 

%E and G _ aYe the speed and Maoh number which may never be exceeded 
wtentlonelly; an audible warning operates if either is exceeded. 

%o ana so are maxmum operatrng airspeed and Mach number and have 
approximately the seme values u relation to VD, the maximum design speed, as 
the superseded VNC and. b!NC; lf either V MO or so IS exceeded by more 
than a few knots an audible warning sounds. 

A swnmsry of this Notation is shown on page 10. 
In ad&tion to these limitations there are recommended airspeeds for 

speclfio parts of the fllghtj e.g. rotation, climb-out, flap operation, 
descent, threshold, touch-down, oruse; some of those are expressed ss upper 
and lower ludts, others 8s a single speed ad others as a maximum or mlnimun~ 
most are related to flight safety, but flap operating limits are related to 
fatigue life and cruse speeds to economia operation, either to conserve fuel 
or to preserve schedules. 
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4 $J'ECIALEVENTS RXLATED TO AI&WEED CONTROL 

4.1 Presentation of Special Events 

Fifteen Special Events have been selected to illustrate the 'GYP of 
unusual occurrences related to airspeed control. These are presented, with 

brief comments, as Figs.2 to 16, and are arranged according to phase of 
flight from take-off to touch-down. 

Events occurring during take-off and. mltlal climb 

Fluctuatzons of airspeed at low altxtude. (Two examples) 
Figs.2 and 3 

Events occurring duriw climb 

Exceedences of VMo at low altitude Fig.4 

Exceedences of VMo ana so Flgs.5a, b and c 

Exceedences of VNo Fig.6 

Erceedences of Pm during steep climb Fig.7 

Unusual auspeed control Fig.8 

Events occurring during cruise 

Airspeed oscillation resulting in exoeedences of MN0 Fig-9 

Rapid reductux in airspeed Fig.10 

Tubulenoe encounter during reversion to cruise Figs.11 and 12 

airspeed after a sioxdown procedure. (Two examples). 

Events oacurrinn duruw descent 

Exceedence of Vm Fig.l3 

Exceedence of Paa0 F1g.14 

Coarse airspeed. control during descent Fig.75 

Rapid axspeed reduction at low altitude Fig.16 . 

4.2 Salient features 

Figs.2 and 3 dlustrate airspeed and height fluctuations in the initial 
clunb-out phase. The aircraft were not endangered by these fluctuations 
because they occurred. at a safe heqht (> 400 feet) above the aufleld; at 
very low he&t they could be dangerous. 
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The events depicted 1x1 Figs.4 and 7 occurred during periods =n which 
the crew were concerned with diversion procedures. 

The exceedences shown in Figs.5a, 5b, 50 and 6 appear to be associated 
with the maintenance of an airspeed close to the operating boundary. 

For many years it has been the recommended practice to reduce speed 
when turbulence is encountered, preferably before the actual encounter. 
Doubt has been cast on the advuability of this practice, partloularly if 
speed 1s reduced by means of a pull-up manoeuvre; the comblnatlon of a 
manoeuvre acceleration and a gust could result in an unacceptably severe 
load on the alroraft. Figs.11 and 12 give examples of reduotzon III airspeed 
accompanied by pull-up manoeuvres in the presence of turbulence, while 
Fig.10 shows the effect of slc~down procedures initlated before the onset of 
turbulence and with negligible elevator action. 

The events shown in Figs.13 and 14 relate to instances during descent 
in whihloh the airspeed inadvertantly exceeded that normally employed by 

approximately 54 and 46 knots respectively. In the first of these examples 
Vm was exceeded by approximately 14 knots. 

Fig.16 illustrates the use of a high airspeed in descent down to 
3000 feet altitude, followed by a moderate pull-up manoeuvre to effect the 
reductzon of auspeed necessary before flap operation. 

5 ANALYSIS OF MAXIMUM AIRSPEEDS 

5.1 Data selection 

The maximum airspeeds reached during climb, cruise and descent for five 
types of multi-engined civil jet transports have been evaluated from CAADRP 
records. These speeds are compared with the operational limitations and the 
design maximum speeds for the appropriate type. 

A sample of 200 flights was taken for each aircraft type; so far as 
possible these were consecutive flights , excluding training flqhts. All 
the aircraft were engaged on international flights and, therefore, it is 
thought that the data are representative of world wide operations by Brituh 
operators. 

The selected fllgbts were each divided Into three flqht phases; climb, 

cruise and descent. The max~m2~ airspeed reached in each flight phase was 
measured, together with the height at which it occurred. If the airspeed 
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exceeded an operational limitation by a substantial amount, the time for 

which the limitation was exceeded was also noted. 

5.2 Presentation of 6ata 

The data are presented by aircraft type and by flqht phase as plots OP 
axspeed against height in Figs.17 to 31. Information on the length of' ume 
spect in excess of the lunltatlons for Aircraft Type E IS presented. in Fig.32. 

The operational ltitatlons (see section 3) for the varzous a~.rcraf% 
types are also shown on the appropriate figures. It riill be seen that two 
forms of llmltatlons are used. 

v NO ' %o and V NE' % are appLea to aucraft C and D. 

%o* so are applied to arcraft A, B and E. 

VD applies to all types. 

All the azrcraft are provided rmth an excess speed warrung when ?x+ 
llmrtatlon is expressed by a Mach number; aircraft types A and 9 are 
provided with an aZd;Ltional warrung when the limitation is exuressed as a 
speed. 

It should be noted that the pitot-static system used for the reoo~der u: 
types A and B is not identical with that used for the pIlot's ux&x.mw:ts. 
However, m these flight conditions, the indzcated speed difference is not 
excessive. The CAADW uutallatlon vacates about IO knots less on Type A 
and 3 to 5 knots more on Type B than the pilot's znstruaent. These 
dlfferecces are taken from flqht observations on the flight deck; sXomance 
has been made for them in Figs.17 to 22 and is indicated by the dotted 1~1~. 

5.3 Ducuss~on 

Au-oraft ta 

The usual operating speed was well within the maximum operating bruxiary, 
and hence the number of occasions when the boundary was reached or paszed sas 

very small, even after allowing for the aifference between pilot's inszrunent 
and CAADRP airspeed Information. (Flgs.?7, 18, 19). 

Aircraft type B 

The maximum operating boundary was occasionally reached d~ll‘uq cL%b. 
Cruise and descent were conducted at or very close to the boundary and hence 
there were a large number of occas=ons when the limit was exceeded. However, 
the limit was never exceeded by more than about 5-7 knots. (Flgs.20, 21, 22). 



Aircraft type c 

The normal operating boundary was passed fairly frequently in al.1 phases 
of flight; this could be deliberate operation. The Mm boundary was 
occasionally exceeded by a small amount in cruise. (Figs.23, 24, 25). 

Aircraft type D 

The usual operating speed was well wlthin the normal operating boundary 
and hence the number of occasions when it was crossed was very small, and the 
never exceed boundary was never reached. (Figs.26, 27, 28). 

Aircraft type E 

All phases of flight are commonly conducted at the maximum operstlng 
boundary, and hence speeds in excess of the limitation were frequently 

recorded. (Flgs.29, 30, 31). However, the speed exceedences were rarely 
large, although often sustained (Flg.32) for a significant period. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

Special Events are presented which relate to abnormal airspeed control 
practices. These are discussed with reference to the recorded anworthlness 
parameters and relevant supplementary data. Although in certain instances 
studies have been somewhat restricted by the absence of additional recorded 
data, partnularly on throttle usage, a number of general conclusions can 
be drawn. 

Most abnormal airspeed control practices occur inadvertently during 
~ervx!.s of high pilot workload associated mth such phases of flight as 
initial climb-out and the temporary holds often necessary in climb and 
descent. 

While the endence given here is not conclusive it indicates that 
slow-down by means of a pull-up after the onset of turbulence might produce 
a dangerously high load. 

An analysis of data from 1000 normal operational flights of Jet trans- 
ports shows that small excursions above V 

NE 
occasionally occur for aircraft 

with limitations expressed in this form , whereas, as might be expected, 
small excursions above vMO'"MO are common for aircraft habitually operated 
close to these boundaries. 
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Appendix A 

AVAILABLE MXTEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION 

A+1 Event in flight 05310 

Special report from Kuala Lumpur:- 

GMT Surface 
wind Weather Visibility ClOtId &NH 

Temp/dew 
Pt. 

0800 270°/13 kt Thunder- 2 nm 2/8 Thunderstorms 1008.9 mb 2Y"/24'C 
storms 300°/2500 800 ft 

otherwue 2/8 Cb 1700 f't 
4nm 3/8 2000 ft 

6/8 14000 ft 

0830 090'/12 kt Low cloud 800 yd 5/8 Thunderstorms 1009.8 mb - 

Thunder- 300/250' 800 ft 
St arms otherwise 2/8 Cb 1700 ft 
020/060 2 ml 3/8 2000 ft 

0900 230'/15 kt Thunder- 660 yd 5/8 Thunderstorms 1010.4 mb 23'/2J" 
storms 600 ft 
020/060 2/8 Cb 1700 f-t 

8/8 10000 ft 

A.2 Event in flight 15902 

Report from Kindley Field, Bermuda 

GbfT Surface 
mind Weather Visibility Temp/dew pt. 

1955 0700/5 kt Scattered 9 nm 66'/43'~ 
ClOUd 

ceiling 
4000 f-t 

Conditions 
steaay 
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NOTATION 

so normal operating airspeea 

so normal operating Mach number 

%E airspeed never to be exceeded mtentionally 

SE Mach number never to be exceeded intentionally 

Go maximum operating airspeed 

SO maxmum operating Mach number 

‘Jn maximum design speed 

%o = 50 
so = %I 
The smgle limitations VMo and so have superseded the double limitations 

%Io~ 5-m ana so, G . 

Audible warning when Vm, G, VMo or so 1s exceeded. 
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EVENTS OCCURRINGDUFtINGTAKF+OFFAND INITIAL CLIb!B 

FLUCTUATION OF AIRSPEED AT LOW ALTITUDE 

Seator: (a) Take-off from Baghdad (type C) -May 1964, Flight 08052 
(b) Take-off from London (type C) -May 1966, Flight 08071 

DESCRIPTION 

During each take-off, the udlcated airspeed was allowed to fall after attaining climb-out speed, andthere- 
after fluctuated untd 2000 feet altitude was reached. (Flgs.2 and 3). Note that the time base changes with 
operation of the flaps. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

Noise abatement procedures are normally practised at both airports. 

ComnaaENp 

In both instances the initial rate of clunb was lower than normal and the airspeed was permitted to 
build up to a level well above the normal maximum. Following an increase in rate of clunb, airspeed and 
hexght oscillations developed, which decayed only after the aircraft levelled out at 1700 feet and. 3000 feet 

respectxvsly. A sxzilar oscdlatlon developed at the top of the climb, In neither instance did the 
airspeed fall below the recommended minimum. 





EVENTS OCCUFiRING DURING CLIUB 
MCEEDENCES OF VMo A!? LOW AL!CI!CUDE 

Sector: Madrid - Manchester (type E) - January 1964, Flight 06325 

DESCRIPTION 

During climb and re-routmg after diversion (at 7000 ft) from London to Manchester, airspeed built up 
to 335 knots for a very brief perioa, and then slowly decreased to 280 knots. SmAeen minutes later the 
airspeed built up to 334 knots but decreased immediately afterwards. 

NME: The elevator transducer was unserviceable at the tine that this recording was made. 

SUPPLEMENiYU INFORMA!PION 

The maximum operating speed, Vm, for this type of aircraft is 330 knots. An overspeed warnmg 
horn operates at approximately 6 knots above this speed. 

COlodENT 

!Che exceedences may have been the result of a high workload on the pilot during diverslon. 
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Fig.4. Event in flight 06325 



EVENTS OCCUREZNG DURING CLIMB 
MCEFIDENCES OF VMo AND so 

Seotorr h?ilan - London (type E) - June 1964, Flight 09626 

DESiXUFTION 

During the last seven rmnutes of climb and the first ten muutes of descent several airspeed and 
Mach number exceedences occurred. 

SWPLEXEIiTABY IIWORMATION 

VMo for this aucraf? is 330 knots. Figs.5b and 5a show the udicated. speed-height-time histories 
for the periods in question, together with the maximum operating airspeed - Mach number envelope, 

COMMENT 

The aircraft was flown to the boundary of the operating envelope, apparently with the assistance 
of autopilot speed lock. VMo was not significantly exceeded during the climb but it 1s probable that 
the Mach number wam~.ng horn sounded at 27000 feet, Limitations were observed in the subsequent cruise, 
but VMo was substantially exceeded when descent was temporarily checked at 6000 feet, probably while the 
pilot was anticipating clearance to flight level 50. 

,  J 
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EVEWl'S OCCURRING DURING CLIMB 
FXCEEDENCES OF VNo 

Sector: London - Rome (type C) - January 1964, Flight 05664 

DESCRIPPION 

Just after reaching the top of clmb at 29000 feet, the airspeed slowly rose to 277 knots then 
fell to 265 knots wIthout a change in flight level; the airspeed then returned to 278 knots, before 
decreasmg once more. 

SWPLEhTENTARY INE'ORMATION 

At this altitude the normal operating limit speed (Vm) for this aircraft w&s 270 knots, Vm is 290 knots. 

colmm!c 

These exceedences suggest that the throttle settings were not trimmed and monitored with suffwient 
regard to the flight, conditions. Fig.24 shows that it 1s usual for VNo to be exceeded by this aircraft type. 
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Fig. 6 Event in flight 05664 



EVENTS OCCURRING DURING CLIDdB 

DESCRIPTION 

EXCEEDENCES OF VNo DURING STEEP CLIMB 
- 

sect or: colombo - Singapore (type C) - November 1965, Flight 05310 

The aumraft overflew &ala Lunpur and exceeded the normal operating speed, Vm, on four occasions 
m so doing. The exceedences were 7 knots, 3 knots, 7 knots an& 14 knots. 

SUPPLEMENTARYINFORMATION 

Captain's voyage report states: 

"When at Port Swettenbam, weather atKuala.Lumpur was: thunderstorms at 500 ft, visibility 800 yards, 
and ram, mth no improvement expected for two hours. Only flight plan fuel upldted at Colombo due to 
good forecast ma cost. Diverted Singapore." 

See also Appendix A, meteorological Report I. 

VNo for this axrcrMt is 270 knots ana Vm is 300 knots. Wde fluctuations in axrspeed occurred once 

during the descent at about 10000 feet, and three tunes during the steep climb back to 25000 feet. Axespeeds 

of 277, 273, 277 ana 284 knots were recorded. The surges III arspeed am not associated with the presence of 

turbulence and may have been due to the particular throttle control techmque employed. Fig.24 shows that it 

is usual for V No to be exceeded by this aircraft type. 

. 





EVENTS OCCUXRING DURING CLUB 
UNUSUAL AIItsPEFiD COWixOL 

Sector: Beirut -Karachi (type D) - February 1965, Flight 13791 

DESCFW'ITON 

After clunbing to 25000 feet the au~raft levelled out and. airspeed was allowed to build up by 
50 knots to 330 knots before climb was sharply res;uned with an 0.5 g manoeuvre. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

The recommended climb speed for this aircraft is 280 knots up to 34000 feet, with speeds of up 
to about 300 knots permitted in the absence of turbulence. 1.3~ at 25000 fed W~LS 0.852 (360 knots) 

and G was 0.887 (376 knots). 

com5I%r 

It is Rely that after the axcraft had reached 25000 feet, clearance to a higher altitude was 
anticipated and throttle settings were not trunaed to maintain a constant speed, Consequently when 
climb was resumed after two minutes the airspeed had reached 330 knots. This speed 1s well below S-0 
and It is not known why a 0.5 g manoeuvre was used m these circumstances. 





EVENTS OCCURRING DURING CRUISE 
AIRSPEED OSCILUTION RESULTING IN MCESDENCES OF Q, 

Sector: Rome - London (type C) - June 1964, Flight 08457 

DESCRIPTION 

After cru~~se was established at 33000 feet, there were fluctuations in airspeed between 252 and 273 knots 
with a period of 6 to 8 mmutes. Be'mveen 0816 and 0823 Z, and again between 0837 and 0846 Z, the normal 
operating Mach number (M& was exceeded by 6 knots, and 4 knots respect-Lvely. 

SUPF'LEhQXCARY INFORMATION 

The au-speed corresponding to k (0.75) f or thu aircraft type is 264 knots at33000feet and 270 knots 

at 31000 feet. 

coMb53NT 

These long peruA oscillations almost certamly resulted from rather infrequent, and consequently 
relatively coarse, adjustments to the throttle settings. There was no audible wammg of the exaeedeme 

Of so as would be the case with a %I Imitation. 
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Fig.9. Event in flight 08457 





Fig.10. Event in flight 06513 



El'XI?l'S OCCURRING DURING CRUISE 
TUREXLENCE ENCOmR DURING REVZRSION TO CRUISE 

AIRSPED AFTERA SLOWDO'WNPROCEDUF!B 

sector: (a) Delhi - Rangoon (type C) -August 1963, Flight 02732 
(b) Djakarta - Singapore (type C) - February 1963, Flight 00411 

DESCRIYJ!ION 

(a) Fic.11 The following sequence of trace movements has been extracted from the origux%l record suxx 
It is unpossible to make such accurate measurements from the reproduation record in this Report. 

(j-1 Prior to the incident the aircraft was being flown under control of the autopilot and w&s 
oscillating at an amplitude of f0.05 g and a frequency of 2 &in. Airspeed. was increasing following a slow- 
down and had almost reached cruise level. 

(ii) A normal acceleration of +0.9 g was experlenced and indicated airspeed increased rapdly, 
Height began to Increase and aileron amplitude Increased. 

(iii) About 2 seconds later a small upward movement of the elevator occurred together with a -0.7 g 
aaaeleratlon increment. 

(iv) About 2 seconds later the top of the 200 foot height increase w&s reached. A large downward 
movement of the elevator occurred together with a -0.5 g acceleration uxrement. 

(VI About 2 seconds later ath the aIrcraft losing height, and whde the elevator was being returned 
to the neutral positlon, a +0.4 g acceleration increment occurred, 

(4 About 17 seconds later still, at the bottom of the 500 foot height decrease, a small upward move- 
ment of the elevator (5 degree) and a +Od+ g acceleration increment oaa-d. 

(vii) 1 minute later a stable manual flight conhtion was regained; aileron activity reduced to normal 
after a further 2 minutes. Autopilot was re-engaged a further 2 minutes later. 
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(b) Fig.12 Inuring cruise, airspeed *x+,9 reduced rapidly at 12&?t Z in moderate turbulence. It PKS then 

permitted to increase slowly, but at 1249 2 a surge in airspeed was followed by a rapid climb and a decrease in 
speed. Normal acceleration increments in the range f0.8 g wers experienced, including a manoeuvre contribution 
Of to.2 g. 

DEDUCTIONS FROM DESCRIFTION OF Fin.11 

The shape of the traces and sequenae of movements suggest +&al%- 

(i) the osoillat~on was caused by the autopilot, in height lock mode, 
(ii) the 4.9 g was caused by an unexpected large gust, as no significant elevator activity can be 

aeteated untxl. 2 seconds later, 
(ii?.) the elevator movement (3 &egree) alleviated & probable downward acceleration more extreme than -0.7 g, 

(zv) the elevator movement (23 degree) probably contributed. to the downward aaaeleration of -0.5 g, 

(4 the elevator movement probably aontributea to the upward acceleration of +0.4 g. 

comm 
The initial +0.9 g acceleration is almost certainly a gust, but the control surface movements suggest that 

either autopilot or pilot action may have played some part m dete xmining the magnitude of the subsequent accelera- 
tions experienced. In Fig.11 both indicated airspeea ana indicated height show simultaneous rapid pressure changes 
whereas in Fig.12 only the indicated airspeed changes rapidly at the onset of turbulence. It is therefore likely 
that the sudaen speed change in Fig.12 is due to a horizontal gust% whereas the changes in Fig.11 are likely to be 
aua to static pressure errors lnauced by the pitch and roll manoeuvre present at the time. 

The +0.9 g T&S experienced at normal cruise speed ana was therefore probably unexpected. Indicated airspeed 
decreasea by 40 knots in the next 40 seconds , which was probably due to horizontal wind shear, although it is 
possible that an engine power reduction contributed to this rapid deceleration,(i.e. about 0.1 g). 

TN0 for this aircraft is 270 knots an&this speed must not be exceeded in turbulence. 



-- 

Fig.11. Event in Flight 02732 

. 



Fig.12. Event in Flight 00411 



EVENTS OCCURRING DURIIG DESCENT 
EXCEEDENCE OF Vm 

sector: Rio de Janeiro - Sao Paula (type C) - May 1963, Flight 01207 

DESCRIPTION 

At the beginning of descent Into Sao Paulo, the airspeed built up to 314 knots at 21000 feet hev&t. 

%x was exceeded by 14 knots for & nnnute. Recovery involved an acceleration increment of +0.3 g. 

SlJPP&EMENTAFX INFORMATION 

Vm for this au-or&t is 300 knots; descent speeds do not normally exceed 260 knots. 

COMMENT 

Approxunately 2$ minutes after the ena of cruise the rate of descent had increased to a moderate 
1800 feet/minute. However, during this time airspeed was permitted to increase rapdly and the overspeed 
warnmg horn almost certainly operdted before speed was decreased by ohecklng the descent with a 0.3 g 
manoeuvre. 

. 
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Fig.13 Event in flight 01207 



EV$Nl'S OCCURFSNG DURCNG DESCENT 
MCEEDENCE OF VMo 

sector: Kingston - Lima (type D) - JULY 1965, slight I 5622 

DESCRIPTION 

After a normal descent to 18000 feet, rate of descent and airspeed increased to about 3000 feet/mmute and 
366 knots respectively during a period of approxmately I& minutes. Recovery was inxtiated at an altitude of 
14300 feet and descent was resumed after a gam in hezght of' 200 feet. Note that the tme base changes with 
operation of the flaps. 

SUPPLENENTARY INFORMATION 

The normal descent speed for this aircraft is 280 knots although airspeeds of up to about 320 knots are 
permitted in the absence of turbulence. At this altitude the maximum operating speed, VMo, is 358 knots. 

coh!mNT 

Since there is no evidence of turbulence, a sllght increase in airspeed to about 320 knots may well 
have been intended. However, it appears that airspeed increased sufficiently rapidly to result in an 
inadvertent exoeeclence of V ho before the crew were alerted, possibly by the operation of overspeed 
mrmng horn, at about 364 knots. 



.- 
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EVEXCS OCCUElRING DURING DESCENP 
COARSE AIFfSPEED CONTROL DURING DESCENT 

Sectorc Khartoum - Cairo (type C) - Deoember 1963, Flight 05341 

DESCFUPI'ION 

At 27000 feet, during descent into Cairo, the airspeed fell sharply from 269 knots at top of cruise 
and 26000 feet to 237 knots at 25000 feet and then uxreased slowly to 262 knots at constant altitude, 
before falling rapidly to 228 knots at 23000 feet. As the descent continued the speed increased to 
266 knots at 12000 feet and then reduced to approach speed. 

The aircraft was apparently given Initial clearance to descend from the cruise altitude to fli&t 
level 250. The fluctuations in airspeed are almost certainly associated nlth rather infrequent ohanges 
in throttle setting. VNo for this aircraft is 270 knots up to 32000 feet. 





EVENTS OCCURRING DURING DESCENT 
RAPID AIRSSPEED RFDUCTION AT LOW ALTITUDE 

Sector: London - Bermuda (type D) - October 1965, Flight 15902 

DESCRIPTION 

A normal descent was maintained until 6 minutes before touchdown when the aircraft reached 3000 feet 
with an airspeed of 310 knots. Over the next 2 amutes, in which the aircraft gained 700 feet =n height, 
the airspeed decreased to below 200 knots before flaps were lowered and the descent was resumed. 

SUPPLE~DWIXFLY INFORMATION 

The nomal descent speed for thu aircraft is 280 knots but airspeeds of up to about 320 knots am 
permitted in the absence of turbulence. 

Surface weather data for Bermuda are presented xn Appendix A Met. Report 2. 

COMldENT 

This is an example of the use of high airspeed in descent down to very low altitude, followed by a 
late pull-up manoeuvre to effect the reduction in airspeed necessary before flap operation. 

The use of this technique is not particularly rare in the operation of this type of aircraft, but 
in this example, the pull-up was made in the presence of scattered cloud and 11&t turbulence. 
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Fig.18 Maximum speed v height aircraft A-cruise 
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Fig.21 Maximum speed v height aircraft B - cruise 
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